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REVIEWS RECENSIONS

Edited by Erica Anderson and Susan Barker

Accountability for Collective Wrongdoing. Edited by Tracy Isaacs
and Richard Vernon. New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2011. ix, 3 1Op. Includes table of contents; biblio-
graphic references; and index. ISBN 978-0-521-17611-8
(paperback) E48.00.

In the wake of the atrocities recently committed in the former
Yugoslavia and Rwanda, the issue of accountability for

collective wrongdoings has gained prominence. Legal scholars,
political scientists and philosophers have engaged closely
with the prosecution and followed closely the punishment of
criminals in international tribunals and courts, examining the
merits and shortcomings of trying and punishing individuals
for crimes committed collectively by groups. At the same
time, the issue of groups as beings that commit wrongdoings
for which they may be collectively accountable is not easily
embraced by the legal community. Collective accountability
challenges the doctrine of individual responsibility which is
a dominant paradigm in law and liberal political theory. The
very idea of collective (and soulless) accountability clashes
with the issue of morality which is generally cast in individual
terms.

Accountability for Collective Wrongdoing, which examines
these issues, originated as the proceedings of a workshop
organized in April 2009 by the Nationalism and Ethnic
Conflict Research Group at the University of Western
Ontario. As a result, this collection of essays has substantial
Canadian content of the sort that is often missing in literature
on this topic.

The book is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on
collective accountability in international law, and the second
examines how collective responsibility is distributed in the
context of collective punishment. These issues are addressed
from the multidisciplinary perspectives of law, political science
and philosophy. Conceptually, three main themes emerge
through the chapters: (1) the limits of individual criminal trials
in addressing crimes committed collectively by groups; (2)
issues of responsibility, punishment, distribution and group
membership; and (3) collective punishment and alternatives.

Part I begins with "Collective Responsibility and
Postconflict Justice" by Mark Drumbl. He argues that the
system of justice based on the assumption that international
law can only be enforced by punishing individuals who
commit crimes is ineffective because it fails to address
collective responsibility for atrocities that are inherently
a product of collective violence. Individual participation,
Drumbl maintains, is "deeply conformist" and simply would
not occur outside of the collective undertaking.

In the essay that follows, David Luban, raises the issue

of state criminality. He asserts that it is incorrect to focus on
individual evil without considering the context of a criminal
state. By attributing international crimes to individuals,
international tribunals reduce atrocity to "mere crime." He
urges that state (as opposed to individual) criminality must
be reconsidered.

In the same vein, Anthony Lang calls for the restructuring
of the international legal order to address adequately the dual
dimensions of international crimes. He maintains that in order
to recognize the state's and the individual's role in these crimes,
a new relationship between the International Court ofJustice
and the International Criminal Court must be established.

In Part II, Michael Scharf's article introduces the concept
of a "joint criminal enterprise" as a collective element of
criminality that offers some accountability of regimes, or
groups of individuals in authoritative positions who jointly
engage in atrocious acts. A number of authors of subsequent
articles in this part consider the issues of distribution and

justice when collective responsibility is legally enforced; they
examine the understanding of group membership and its
implications in a legal context. Finally, these authors raise
the issues of "state versus nation" collective responsibility. The
articles in the second part go beyond war crimes and draw
examples from current business and academic affairs. Avia
Pasternak, for example, examines the impact of collective
punishment on group members by analyzing the academic
boycott of Israeli universities proposed by a number of British
academics as a punitive measure against the state of Israel.

Overall, this timely collection of essays is clearly designed
for academic purposes and it has clear potential for courses
in international law. The exploration of the moral origins
and foundations of the current international legal order,
along with the debates involving the history of international
trials and "transitional justice," shed additional light on other
work involving recent or ongoing trials. Issues of collective
accountability, guilt and responsibility are all discussed and
provide a rich background for investigations of the cultural
and political dilemmas facing contemporary society. This is
an enlightening and provocative collection of essays which
outlines well the controversies involved in restoring justice for
collectively committed crimes, and, as such, it will be a great
addition to any Canadian academic law library collection.

Anna Szot-Sacawa
Bora Laskin Law Library

University of Toronto
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Breaking 7bru the Fibro Fog: Scientific Proof Fibromyalgia is
Real. By Kevin P. White. London, Ont.: Wortley Road
Books, 2010. 252 p. Includes bibliography, glossary of
terms, list of authors, bibliographic references, and index.
ISBN 978-0-9867881-0-9 (softcover) $32.95.

F ibromyalgia is a medical condition plagued with
controversy. Some in the medical community do not

believe it exists, given the overall lack of objective diagnostic
tests. Some view fibromyalgia as evidence of a lazy and overly-
generous society in which people may gain a lifetime of care
by feigning a few general symptoms. Dr. Kevin White, author
of Breaking Thru the Fibro Fog Scientific ProofFibromyalgia is
Real, attempts to dispel what he sees as negative and incorrect
assumptions about the syndrome, asserting fibromyalgia is
a very real illness that devastates the lives of those afflicted.

White, a doctor and fibromyalgia researcher, begins with
a description of fibromyalgia and its diagnosis, then details
fourteen common falsehoods held about the syndrome. These
range from the argument that fibromyalgia is a psychological
disease to the assumption that "the symptoms of fibromyalgia
are subjective" (p. 40) to the possibility that it is simply people
complaining about every day aches and pains. White then sets
out several lines of reasoning, backed by scientific studies and
papers, as to why such opinions should be dismissed. White
provides the full citations to his references, allowing the reader
to follow-up on his hypotheses if desired.

Breaking Thru the Fibro Fog is self-published (written and,
presumably, edited by White and published by Wortley Road
Books which was founded by the author). This is not in and
of itself a problem but it does raise questions that distract
from the content. As an advocate for those with fibromyalgia,
White's medical explanations and opinions may be coloured
by his personal beliefs, and there is no layer of editors at an
arms-length publisher dealing with the material.

White writes very much with the layperson in mind,
clearly laying out medical concepts in language that is easy
to understand, and listing hundreds of references to medical
and scientific literature. This is the real advantage to the book.
Several times after reading a passage, however, I either had
questions or noticed gaps in the narrative and wondered if the
argument could have been more comprehensive or if an editor
not personally vested in the topic might have caught these
issues. As well, the overall layout of the book is distracting;
White often increases the size of the font in the middle of a
sentence to ensure his point is being made, an unnecessary
bit of formatting.

Finally, I wondered who exactly this book was aimed at.
There is little legal content in the book, although White does
from time to time refer to legal and other quandaries patients
face when attempting to prove their condition to employers,
insurance companies, and/or the government. Although not
necessarily suited for academic, government, or special law
libraries, Breaking Thru the Fibro Fog may be most useful in
a law firm library where it might assist lawyers dealing with a

specific case involving fibromyalgia. It might also work well
for general readership in a public library.

Catherine Cotter
Reference/Instruction Librarian

Gerard V La Forest Law Library
University ofNew Brunswick

English legal terminology. legal concepts in language. By Helen
Gubby. The Hague: Eleven International Publishing,
2011. 2 73p. Includes table of contents; bibliography and
index. ISBN 978-90-8974-547-7 (paperback) $44.95.

L egal English has traditionally been the domain of lawyers
from countries such as the United States, the United

Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa,
all of which have shared common law traditions. However,
due to the prevalence of the English language in international
business relations, as well as its role as the legal language
within the European Union, legal English is now a worldwide
phenomenon. As Helen Gubby writes:

A Dutch lawyer, for example, may find himself
having to write a letter in English to an American
client explaining the legal position according to
Dutch law. It is also quite possible that neither
party is a native English speaker: a letter giving
legal advice in English could just as easily be
between a German lawyer and a Polish client.
In these cases, English law itself is not relevant.
Nonetheless, English legal terminology has to be
used to explain another country's law.

As a result, a command of English is an absolute
necessity for legal professionals working in an international
environment. This applies not only to those who do not have
English as a first language, but also increasingly to native
English speakers, as legal English has proven itself distinct
enough from everyday English.

English legal terminology: legal concepts in language offers
an engaging way to master legal terminology associated with
several areas of legal practice, such as the legal system, civil
procedure, tort, contract, company and European Union law.
The book is divided into six chapters that correspond with the
above listed topics. Each chapter contains four elements: 1)
a terminology in context section that gives a brief outline of
the relevant English law putting the vocabularies into their
legal context; 2) an alphabetically arranged list of vocabularies
associated with the particular area of law that is the subject
matter of the chapter; 3) case discussion questions that allow
readers to practice using the terminology; 4) sets of ten
knowledge questions which ensure the reader has understood
the legal concepts.

The structure of the book resembles the framework
typical for workbooks aimed at teaching concepts within
contained units, rather than legal dictionaries that are
organized alphabetically as lists of words isolated from their
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context. Here, the terminology in context part of each chapter
introduces English legal terminology against the background
of English law. The vocabulary part of each chapter is arranged
alphabetically, but since it is limited to one area of law, the
relevant terminology is grouped together. Words like claimant,
which are not exclusive to one area of law, are defined once
in the first chapter they appear in and in following chapters
references are made to that definition.

On the other hand, some terms appear in the vocabulary
of more than one chapter. The term damages, for example
appears in the vocabulary for civil procedure, torts and
contract. In each of these chapters, the definition is given
in the context of this area of law. The case discussion and
knowledge questions component of each chapter make this
work an excellent coursework book, where these chapters can
be used as a basis for group discussion.

Indeed, the book started as a coursework book. In
the introduction, Helen Grubby admits that the book is
based on her "experience of teaching legal English to the
undergraduates, post-graduates and legal professionals at the
Erasmus University in Netherlands." The legal subjects that are
selected as chapters for this book are the typical core subjects
most law students will study at some point in their education.

This book is designed primarily for law students who have
completed their law studies in a language other than English.
It is less useful for native English speakers who wish to learn
the meaning of ordinary English words, such as consideration
or redemption in the peculiar legal context. This book does not
provide a complete list of these peculiarities, but is limited to
the six core areas of law. So, for example, the familiar term
consideration is defined here in the chapter devoted to contracts
as: the bargain. Each party gives value to the other either by
exchanging promises or by apromise given in exchange for an act.
A one-sidedpromise is not a binding contract. In contrast, other
important legal English words, such as redemption, are not
included simply because the book does not contain chapters
on property, bankruptcy or securities law.

Overall, this book would be an excellent addition to any
academic law library with a suitable component of foreign-
educated students. It would also be a great curriculum
supplement to any bridging programme for internationally
trained lawyers that are currently offered at some Canadian
law schools.

Anna Szot-Sacawa
Bora Laskin Law Library

University of Toronto

Law and Magic: A Collection of Essays. Ed. by Christine A.
Corcos. Durham, N.C.: Carolina Academic Press, 2010.
444 p. ISBN 978-1-59460-355-6 (paper) $45.00.

I've got a Masters degree in Norse mythology and a
Masters in chemical weaponry. The trouble is that
I'm not that interested in specializing in one or the
other, so I'd like to try to find some kind ofjob that

combines both...
From Et Tu Babe, by Mark Leyner

L ike Leyner's fictional narrator, Christine Corcos, the
editor of Law and Magic seems to have taken on an

insurmountable task of combination, and in doing so raised
a conundrum: the more the work succeeds in combining the
two disparate fields, the more incorrigibly niche it renders
itself. Composed of twenty four essays written mostly by
legal scholars and practitioners, Law and Magic represents
an original contribution to legal literature, albeit one whose
appeal may be rather confined.

The essays in Law andMagic can be roughly divided into
two categories: those that seek to leverage specific examples
of how magic is treated by law into a larger discussion, and
those that present examples of what might be termed legal
curiosities or anecdotes touching on legal treatment of various
magical practices. Coverage ranges from historical to current,
and topics are wide ranging, including for example, the law
of tarot reading, the application of copyright to mediums
who purport to be transcribing works from dead authors,
the application of property rights to magicians' secrets under
existing American and EU property law, the impact of the
EU freedom of information regime on magicians' secrets, the
regulation of alchemy in fourteenth century England, and an
examination of evidence and procedure in witchcraft trials.

Although these examples are undoubtedly intriguing, the
work also has a grander aim, as expressed in the introduction
by Judge Loren Smith: by taking "magic" in a very broad sense
to incorporate areas like religion and mysticism to "bring the
whole range of magic practice into the framework of the public
world" and consequently illuminate contemporary challenges
such as the accommodation of non-mainstream religions with
magical ceremonies involving drugs or animals. To that end,
Law and Magic has sections of essays that examine the law
on various magical practices and its impact on speech and
religion, as well as the use of animals in magic. However this
thread seems to dissipate and, taken as a whole, the work seems
not as much a unified collection with an over-arching theme
than it does a compendium of essays loosely grouped by topic.
Nonetheless, the book's breadth of coverage is impressive, and
the essays are often written with wit. The essays proceed from a
U.S. and comparative law (mainly EU) perspective, so readers
looking for Canadian jurisprudence will be disappointed.

Many of the contributors are academics, however Law
and Magic is accessible enough to be an enjoyable read for
non-lawyers, and may be of interest to both academic libraries
or enthusiasts with an interest in either (or both!) of its
particular subjects.

John Bolan
Reference Librarian

Bora Laskin Law Library
University of Toronto
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The Theory and Practice of Political Law. By Gregory Tardi.
Toronto: Carswell, 2011. xl, 454 p. Includes table of con-
tents, table of cases, charts, bibliographic references, and
index. ISBN 978-0-7798-3651-2 (hardcover) $221.00.

G regory Tardi, who is Senior Parliamentary Counsel at
the Canadian House of Commons, executive editor of

the Journal ofParliamentary and Political Law, and executive
director of the Institute of Parliamentary and Political Law, is
well known for The Law ofDemocratic Governing (2004), The
Legal Framework of Government (1992), and other literature
on the law of democratic governance. In his new book, The
Theory and Practice ofPolitical Law, which has been adapted
from his doctoral dissertation, Tardi cements his reputation
as a prolific scholar in the area of political law.

Tardi contends that democratic governance is best
understood by examining the linkages and interactions
between law and politics. Moreover, constitutional and
administrative law, politics, political science, and public
administration in the context of democratic governance are
less "distinct conceptual silos" (xvi) than "a single, integrated
and complex subject matter" (xvii), and he uses the term
"political law" to describe this "self-standing subject of
study" (88). For Tardi, political law is "interdisciplinary,
comprehensive, cohesive and comparative" in nature (xvii).

In the initial chapters, Tardi takes readers on a Whiggish
world tour of the history and historiography of the rule of law
in democratic governance. He then outlines the nature of and
relationship between the fundamental forces in democratic
governance-legality (law), discretion (public policy and
administration) and power (politics), with legality, in his view,
being the most important. He even takes a stab at identifying
broad categories of the legal, policy and political instruments
of democratic governance (at the Canadian federal level), and
discussing how embracing and studying political law reinforces
the democratic impulse. This is followed by two chapters that
apply his theory of political law to the respective workings of
the legislative and judicial branches (at the Canadian federal
level). These chapters are useful because they are partly based
on the insights and observations that the author has gleaned in
the course of his employ at the Canadian House of Commons
over several decades. Another two chapters use Canadian and
international sources to examine the executive's accountability
to law. This is followed by a lengthy chapter that uses Canadian
and international sources to identify, classify and examine
various types of political law scenarios.

My lingering sense is that it will not be altogether obvious
to many readers of this book that the author's weaving of the
disparate threads in his concept of political law has resulted
in a whole cloth that is useful or fashionable. Still, one has to
admire the author for his pluck in attempting to frame the
scholarly study of a topic that is so broad in scope; he is a true
believer in the merits of studying political law.

The bibliography is impressive and has many gems that
readers will feast on. Overall, the text might benefit from more

rigorous editorial scrutiny. Its many welcome insights would
be more accessible if the author was encouraged to be more
succinct in his argument and if there were a more useful
index included.

The nature of the book's subject matter, its methodology
and its writing style will probably appeal more to academics
interested in legal or political theory than to legal or political
practitioners.

Peter Sibenik
Procedural Clerk

Legislative Assembly of Ontario
Toronto, ON

Who Owns the Moon? Extraterrestrial Aspects of Land and
Mineral Resources Ownership. By Virgiliu Pop. Berlin,
Germany: Springer (Tiergartenstrasse 17, D-69121
Heidelberg), 2009. xi, 175 p. Space Regulations Library.
Includes bibliographical references and index. ISBN:
978-1-4020-9134-6 (hardcover) $169.00.

Virgiliu Pop is a "space lawyer" and researcher at the
Romanian Space Agency who claimed ownership of the

sun in 2001 to raise awareness of extraterrestrial property
law His book, Who Owns the Moon?: Extraterrestrial Aspects
of Land and Mineral Resources Ownership, was published in
2009 and so is about three years old now. Since that time, there
have been about 25 books published in the area of space law
and, with the exception of The Development of Outer Space:
Sovereignty and Property Rights in International Space Law, by
Thomas Gangale, also published in 2009, this is the only book
that has dealt specifically with the ownership and development
of extraterrestrial property. The other works published during
this time period either introduced space law as a field of study
or dealt with the theoretical and policy related aspects of the
law of space and activities in space.

This volume is the fourth in Springer's Space Regulations
Library, a series launched in 2001. This series will see its
seventh volume released early this year with what should
prove to be a nice compliment to Pop's book focusing on the
regulation of commercial mining in outer space. Who Owns
the Moon has eight chapters each with its own introduction
and conclusion followed by a concluding statement for the
book as a whole. And although the Index is a little weak (e.g.
the listings under Celestial Bodies, Moon or Property list
virtually every page in the book), there is a useful thirteen-page
Bibliography of primarily English language materials followed
by a very short Table of Cases. In addition to improvements
to the Index, it might have been useful to include the texts
of the Outer Space Treaty (1967) and the Moon Agreement
(1979) or at least direct readers to the versions available on
the UN Office for Outer Space Affairs website <http://www.
oosa.unvienna.org/oosa/index.html>.

Pop takes a nice logical approach to laying out the law as
it has been developing in this area. He starts by looking at the
legal sources of landed property rights as they apply to outer
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space covering both the material and formal sources of the
law. Because outer space lacks an appropriate lex situs, which
determines which laws apply to the land in question, the

jurisdiction falls to international law. He finds the consensus
that has emerged orbits around the inability of international
law to effectively deal with the inherent ambiguities of
extraterrestrial property rights.

He follows this with a discussion of what constitutes a
legal object in space noting that much of the ambiguity in
the law exists because some of the key concepts have yet to
be given formal legal definitions. For example, Article II of
the Outer Space Treaty (1967) states: "Outer space, including
the Moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to national
appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or
occupation, or by any other means," but it fails to define the
fundamental terms "outer space" or "celestial body."

Pop then examines what constitutes a "celestial body"
considering the concept in terms of movable and immovable
property. He then explores issues around property and
sovereignty, the idea of the extraterrestrial realm as a commons
regime, and the applicability of "homesteading" in outer space,
and provides a chapter on the common heritage of mankind
which he argues is the "archenemy of space development."
His last chapter touches on the law as it relates to the status of
samples and resources extracted from extraterrestrial property.
He presents a number of different viewpoints and considers
extraction for both scientific and commercial purposes.

There are many more legal questions than answers raised
in this book starting with its provocative title question:
"Who owns the moon?" The exploratory nature of the book
is certainly one of its valuable aspects. The Moon is a natural
starting point because its close proximity to Earth makes it one
of the most likely "celestial bodies" to be exploited in this way.
Pop notes that a "cultural lag" can often mean developments
in law will happen behind changes that occur in society. But
because of the "novelty of space exploration," space law finds
itself ahead of the facts anticipating the application of property
laws and regulations in outer space. The expanded coverage
of extraterrestrial property rights beyond the Moon provides
a valuable perspective in an area of law worth watching.

So, who owns the moon? If you ask Dennis Hope, CEO
of the Lunar Embassy who has been selling plots of land
on the moon since 1980, he would say that he is "the legal
owner of the Moon of Earth and the other eight planets and
their moons," but as Pop and others concludes, "claiming is
not owning." This is a fascinating area of law which I would
recommend either as a supplement to property collections or
for any library collecting in the area of space law.

E Tim Knight
Head of Technical Services

Osgoode Hall Law School Library
York University

Toronto, ON

Wigmore on Alcohol. Courtroom Alcohol Toxicology for the Medi-
colegalProfessional. By James G. Wigmore. Toronto: Irwin
Law Inc., 2011. 561 p. Includes list of tables and index.
ISBN 978-1-55221-229-5. (soft-cover) $100.

T he Criminal Code of Canada' drinking and driving
provisions, and the prosecutions upon which they are

based, have become a staple of daily dockets in courtrooms
throughout this country. However, when the legislation
was enacted more than 40 years ago, there were only a
handful of subsections in the Code that addressed related
procedural issues, such as the manner in which blood
alcohol concentration breath samples were to be tested and
analyzed. Conversely, the current legislation contains dozens
of paragraphs and subparagraphs on these matters. Indeed,
the approved breath analysis instruments order and approved
screening devices order that is now in force set out 25 machines
that may be used by law enforcement personnel to test for,
and measure, the presence of alcohol in a person's body.

While there is no shortage of texts, newsletters and articles
that deal with drinking and driving charges, and particularly
evidentiary issues that may arise in a typical prosecution,
scientific and reference resources in the area are not as
common. Thus, a book which provides a forensic alcohol
toxicology database consisting of more than 700 human
studies, many of which touch on the scientific analysis of
alcohol as it relates to blood alcohol concentration issues, is a
particularly timely and welcome addition to the literature. The
author, James Wigmore, a former forensic alcohol toxicologist
for over 30 years at the Centre of Forensic Sciences in Toronto,
Ontario, and frequent lecturer and author on blood alcohol
concentration issues in Canada and the United States, is well-
qualified to provide such a publication.

Among the chapters devoted in Wigrnore on Alcohol that
bear directly on drinking and driving issues are those on
absorption, distribution, and elimination of alcohol (Chapter
1); blood alcohol (Chapter 2); breath alcohol (Chapter 3);
alcohol in urine, saliva, sweat and breast milk and biomarkers
of alcohol consumption (Chapter 4); and effect of alcohol
on driving ability (Chapter 5). Three other chapters address
different alcohol-related behavior issues. These are the effect
of alcohol on other behaviours (Chapter 6), such as aggression
and violence, blackouts and memory, falls, hangovers and
hypothermia, to give a few examples; postmortem alcohol
(Chapter 7); and other alcohols and related compounds
(Chapter 8). There is also a section containing abbreviations
and explanations, chemical symbols and formulas, abstracted
studies, author index, journal index, publication year index
and subject index.

The methodology employed by the author is to include
a wide range of forensic alcohol toxicology issues from over
200 scientific journals; the corresponding abstracts are written
in non-scientific language so as to condense and simplify the
information contained in the publication. The materials that

I RSC 1985, c C-46.
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are selected are stated to include the most relevant studies
that reflect scientific consensus; the book does not contain
historical studies or articles or papers that are based mainly
on theoretical or academic models or discussions. The focus
is thus on practical experimental studies.

Wigmore on Evidence is designed for use by both the
"court-going scientist" who is preparing to testify, or may
face topics that arise in court for which the expert was
not expecting to be questioned, as well as "nonscientific
medicolegal professionals" such as criminal and civil lawyers,
as well as other practitioners and decision-makers. As the
author notes, there is a broad range of legal issues to which
alcohol consumption relates, such as the severity of head
injuries in alcohol-intoxicated victims due to slower and less
appropriate reaction times, or the effect of mouth alcohol on
tested arrested drivers at the roadside without a deprivation
period.

The author's stated goal is to assist legal professionals in
determining the scientific merits of their case, and preventing
unnecessary speculation in court. It is also intended to assist in
the examination of the expert witness, particularly when he/
she strays beyond the field of his/her expertise, and may lack
the requisite knowledge of the scientific literature of forensic
alcohol toxicology.

Testifying in court can certainly be challenging for
scientists, as expert witnesses, and legal practitioners, who
put forth a theory of the case and frame questions
based upon the law. The language used by each does
not always correspond; clinical trials and courtroom
trials are very different. However, the well-known

phrase, "The first thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers,"
was uttered neither by a disgruntled toxicologist after
giving evidence in court, nor Douglas Lucas, the
author's distinguished mentor and director of the
Center of Forensic Sciences, upon being challenged
to explain how a blood alcohol concentration of up to
20 milligrams could equate to a zero reading, given the

absorption and elimination rate of alcohol in a person's body.
For this, Shakespeare must be given credit. However, Wigmore
on Alcohol will go a long way to leveling the playing field as
it relates to understanding alcohol toxicology, and will help
all those who participate in the legal arena better appreciate
the complexities and nuances of the study of forensic alcohol.

There is also much of interest in the book for the casual
observer, or one who simply has an interest in the area of
alcohol toxicology. Some of the more unusual studies noted in
the first chapter on absorption, distribution and elimination
of alcohol include scientific analysis of the evaluation of blood
ethanol profiles after consumption of alcohol together with a
large meal; alcohol concentration and carbonation of drinks;
the influence of temperature on alcohol absorption rates in
humans; the "purell defence" which examines whether the use
of alcohol-containing hand sanitizers can cause an elevated
breath or blood alcohol concentration (one of the author's
own works); and testing the validity of the "Danish urban
myth" that alcohol can be absorbed through one's feet. One
can easily become absorbed in the material, and pass many
hours taking in its contents.

In short, Wigmore on Alcohol is a wonderful research tool
that will prove a valuable resource in both legal and scientific
libraries.

Rick Libman, Ph.D.
Judge, Ontario Court ofJustice
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